
OfficeHub Tech Makes a Grand Splash at
Zoholics Austin 2024

Kuzhalan (Sam K) Samydurai with Mr. Shridar Vembu

OfficeHub Tech debuts at Zoholics Austin

2024, launching a new Zoho One guide

and showcasing innovative business

solutions at Booth #432.

AUSTIN, TEXAS, UNITED STATES, June

27, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

OfficeHub Tech LLC proudly

participated in Zoholics Austin 2024,

the flagship event for Zoho users and

enthusiasts, held at the Austin

Convention Center. As a proud

sponsor, OfficeHub Tech was located at

Booth #432, where attendees engaged with industry experts, explored innovative solutions, and

participated in various engaging activities.

OfficeHub Tech's innovative

approach to Zoho

implementation has

consistently provided

transformative solutions.

This book is a testament to

their expertise and

dedication.”

Mr. Shridar Vembu, CEO of

Zoho

A Landmark Book Launch: “Complete Zoho One

Implementation Guide For Enterprises And Consultants; A

Step-by-Step Approach”

One of the key highlights of the event was the launch of

the comprehensive guidebook, "A Complete Zoho One

Implementation Guide for Enterprises & Consultants,"

authored by Kuzhalan (Sam K) Samydurai, CEO and Chief

Solutions Architect of OfficeHub Tech. This book became

an invaluable resource for enterprises and consultants

aiming to maximize the potential of Zoho One.

The official book release was conducted by Mr. Shridar

Vembu, CEO of Zoho. Expressing his enthusiasm, Mr. Vembu commented, "OfficeHub Tech's

innovative approach to Zoho implementation has consistently provided transformative

solutions. This book is a testament to their expertise and dedication."

Samydurai added, "This guide encapsulated the extensive experience and insights we've gained
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from numerous successful Zoho One

implementations. It was designed to

provide practical strategies and deep

insights for enterprises and

consultants to harness Zoho One’s full

capabilities."

Engaging Activities and Exciting

Giveaways

Visitors to Booth #432 enjoyed an

array of engaging activities, including a

raffle program with prizes such as

Amazon Echo Speakers. The booth was

a hub of activity, featuring interactive

demonstrations, expert consultations,

and networking opportunities with

industry leaders and peers.

Showcasing Cutting-Edge Services

OfficeHub Tech showcased a suite of

advanced services designed to drive

digital transformation and operational

efficiency:

•  Zoho Implementation & Consulting:

Provided expert guidance on deploying and optimizing Zoho applications.

•  Custom App/ERP Development with Zoho Creator: Tailored applications and ERP systems to

enhance business processes.

•  3rd Party Integration & Data Migration: Ensured seamless integration and smooth data

transitions.

•  Robotics Process Automation (RPA) Development: Automated tasks to boost productivity and

accuracy.

•  Integration with Zoho One & D-Tools: Streamlined project management and financial

processes.

•  Custom ERP Solutions with Zoho Creator: Developed unique ERP solutions for specific business

needs.



Tailored Solutions for Diverse Industries:

OfficeHub Tech understood the unique requirements of different industries and offered pre-

configured Zoho One solutions tailored for:

•  Healthcare: Enhanced patient care and operational efficiency.

•  Custom Manufacturing: Optimized production processes and supply chain management.

•  Solar ERP: Managed solar energy projects and installations effectively.

•  Warranty Management: Automated and streamlined warranty claims and service operations.

•  ESG Reporting: Facilitated comprehensive Environmental, Social, and Governance compliance

and reporting.

•  AV System Integrators: Enhanced workflows for audiovisual system integrators.

Industry Expert Insights and Networking Opportunities

Zoholics Austin 2024 presented a valuable opportunity for networking and knowledge sharing.

OfficeHub Tech representatives engaged with business leaders, IT professionals, and potential

clients, discussing industry trends and exploring collaboration opportunities. Attendees enjoyed

insightful conversations and potential partnerships that could drive their businesses forward.

Looking Forward

OfficeHub Tech's successful participation at Zoholics Austin 2024 reaffirmed our commitment to

driving business excellence through innovative Zoho solutions. As we continued to support

businesses in their digital transformation journeys, we remained dedicated to providing the

expertise and resources necessary for achieving operational success and growth.

For more information, visit us at https://officehubtech.com, or contact us via email at

sam@officehubtech.com, by phone at (813) 510-0874.

About OfficeHub Tech LLC:

OfficeHub Tech is a Leading Zoho Partner, Best Zoho Consultation & Top Zoho solutions

provider, dedicated to helping businesses achieve operational excellence through innovative

technology. Our comprehensive services range from Zoho implementation and custom app

development to third-party integrations and robotics process automation. With a focus on

delivering tailored solutions for various industries, OfficeHub Tech empowers businesses to
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streamline their processes and achieve their strategic goals.

Media Contact:
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